Bottles
Modelo $5
Corona $5
Heineken $5
Asahi Japanese Dry Lager $5
Odd Side Peanut Butter Cup Stout $6.50
B. Nektar New Wave Lemonade $10
B. Nektar Punk Lemonade $10
B. Nektar Necromangocon $12
St. Ambrose Black Madonna Sour Mead $12
St. Ambrose Rhythm & Blues Mead $12
St. Ambrose Wild Ginger $12

The Avenue
BEER MENU

cans
PBR $2.25
Labatt Blue $3
Tecate $3
Budweiser (Pints) $4
Bud Light (Pints) $4
Miller Lite (Pints) $4
Guinness (Pints) $5
Blackrocks 51K IPA $3
Blackrocks Grand Rabbits $3
Keweenaw Pickaxe Blonde $3
Keweenaw Widow Maker Black $3
Brooklyn Bel Air Sour $5
Dark Horse Perkulator Coffee Doppelbock $5
Odd Side Bean Flicker $5
Short’s Soft Parade $5
Einstok Icelandic White Ale $5.50
Ace Joker Dry Cider $6
Ace Pineapple Cider $6
Blake’s St. Cheri Cider $6
Blake’s Strawberry Lemonade Cider $6
Upland Petal To The Kettle Sour $6
White Claw Black Cherry (Pints) $6
White Claw Mango (Pints) $6
Lagunitas Hazy Wonder IPA (Tall) $6.50
Lagunitas Little Sumpin’ Sumpin’ (Tall) $6.50
New Belgium Voodoo Ranger IPA (Tall) $6.50
New Belgium Voodoo Ranger Juicy Haze IPA (Tall) $6.50

Off Color Beer For Cafes (Pints) $7
Jolly Pumpkin Oro De Calabaza (Pints) $9

(All descriptions of beer taken from said
brewers’ websites, cause we’re lazy. Except
for the bit about PBR, which I made, and I
think is pretty dead on. – Jimmy)

DRAfT
short’s “huma Lupa Licious” IPA
$6 Pints / $20 Pitchers
Brewed with five different hop varieties recognized for
their citrus, floral, piney, and earthy qualities, Huma is
known for having an intense bitterness that is balanced by
a rich malty flavor. A citrus and floral aroma complements
the unique qualities of Short’s flagship IPA. 7.7% ABV

grand armory “wheeZin’ THE JUIcE” N.E. IPA
$5.75 Pints / $19 Pitchers
A juicy IPA for nugs, chillin’, and grindage. The mosaic
and citra dry hop makes you feel like you’re in Encino,
sneaking slushy pulls right off the machine. 6.5% ABV

River’s Edge Kolsch
$6 Pints / $20 Pitchers
Crisp, clean, refreshing and easy to drink with a slightly
sweet body balanced by the addition of German Magnum
hops, this delicate brew has a slightly spicy floral
character. 5.3% ABV

Big Lake amber ale
$5.75 Pints / $19 Pitchers
A classic Amber Ale made with Lake Michigan water, and
locally sourced ingredients. 5.3% ABV

Drafting Table raspberry Berliner Weisse
$7 Pints / $24 Pitchers
This variant of Tarty Slip Berliner Weisse is brewed with
raspberry. It is tart in flavor and pink in color. 5% ABV

vander Mill hard Apple cider
$6 Pints / $20 Pitchers
A semi-sweet cider with a unique blend of Michigan apples
to balance acidity and fresh fruit flavors. 6.5% ABV

BEER
Tapistry “Enigma” DIPA
$8 Pints
Enigma is a brown sugar double IPA with a surprisingly
smooth finish from the Simcoe dry hop. 9.5% ABV

Dragonmead “Final Absolution” Belgian Tripel
$8 Pints
This is the ultimate Belgian style. The very high gravity
of this beer is balanced by the smoothness of its finish.
Banana and clove aromas come from the Belgian yeast
strain combining with the generous dose of Belgian
Candi Sugar. The Saaz hops help to give this beer a
balanced bitterness with no noticeable hop aroma.
10% ABV

New holland “The Poet” Oatmeal Stout
$5.75 Pints / $19 Pitchers
Oats bring a creaminess and soft mouth-feel to rich, roasty
malt character. 5.2% ABV

Miller high Life	
  
$2.50 Pints / $8 Pitchers
So I know we usually have PBR on draft, but it turns out
the distributor was out of it this week. So we’re proud to
announce, coming to Avenue taps for the first time ever,
Miller High Life! This beer actually has a long and
colorful history: first brewed by Bavarian monks in 1590, it
was later dubbed “The Champagne of Beers” by the Marquis
de Sade himself. Throughout the ages it has been used to
baptize babies, notarize official armistice treaties, and
several major religions still use it to consecrate their
dead. It was the first beer Neil Armstrong drank on the
moon, and in 1981 it officially replaced Milwaukee’s water
supply. Some questioned this vivacious ale’s capacity to lead
when in 1988, Presidential hopeful Michael Dukakis chose
Miller High Life as his running mate, but ultimately the
exposure and hype helped pave the way for its successful
bid for governor of Wisconsin. Anywho, I’ve taken up enough
of your time, I’ll let you get back to enjoying this beer.
4.6% ABV

